
 
September 25, 2012 

 
 
In class today, you will be reading and responding to three of your classmatesʼ blogs (Post 4: 
Pitch for Project 2).  The responses will take place in the ʻCommentsʼ section of the blog. 
Choose the four names after yours on the blog roll (linked to the syllabus, main link on the left 
nav bar).  
 
IF a person following your name did not complete the assignment, skip them and move onto the next name. 

 
IF you didnʼt complete the blog post assignment, finish it NOW. You will be docked points for this late 

assignment, as it was abundantly clear in the schedule and in my description on Thursday that this was due 
by classtime today. Step up your game.  

 
              
 
Your response must include answers to the following questions: 
 

1. The assignment for today asked students to explore current election cycle media 
and find a topic to follow. Given the topic the student chose, what issues from the 
rhetorical situation do you think they should pay particular attention to?   
[ Rhetorical situation = audience, purpose, context, author, genre]. If you said “audience” 
and “context,” then describe what is it about the audience and context that you 
think theyʼll need to take into account?  
 

2. The assignment for today also asked students to find 4-6 multimodal texts being 
used to convince people to vote in a particular way on their chosen topic. Look at 
these texts and describe what rhetorical strategies are standing out to you in 
each text. Provide at least one sentence for each text [ Strategies = alignment, 
proximity, emphasis, color, framing, sequence, contrast, organization ] 

 
3. The next step of Project 2 (one they werenʼt asked to complete for today) asks 

the student to “consider the rhetorical situation for each text, and then 
compare/contrast the strategies used in each text used in order to respond to that 
rhetorical situation.” Provide the student one example of a strategy you notice 
being used similarly or differently in one of their sample texts, and describe why 
you think that difference or similarity exists. Eg: “color is likely used [in this way] 
because the audience [is something/wants something/needs to be persuaded of 
something/]” 
 

 
Once you complete these steps for three of your fellow students, start in on the 
assignment for Thursday (see the schedule) and/or look to Steps 3 and 4 of Project 2 
and start thinking about what you might say.  

 


